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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper first presents the analytical models of an ALSTOM simulation software, DIVA, 
which computes the vibratory and acoustic behavior of a variable-speed induction machine 
due to Maxwell forces. This radial magnetic pressure in the air-gap makes the stator 
vibrate in the audible range, creating the so-called magnetic noise characterized by a high 
tonality. 
On the ground on these analytical models, the main magnetic vibrations due to slotting, 
pulse-width modulation (PWM) harmonics and their interaction are then analytically 
characterized. Their number of nodes, velocity and propagation direction are 
experimentally validated by visualizing the stator deflection shapes.  
Finally, some experimental validations of the simulation tool are presented. On the ground 
of both analytical results and simulations, it is shown that some quieter motors can be 
designed acting on the motor geometry (especially slot numbers) and PWM strategy. 
  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Sustainable mobility requires environment-friendly and human-friendly electrical 

transport systems. As a consequence, acoustic comfort is an increasingly important factor at 

the design stage of ALSTOM traction motors. Their acoustic noise can come from 

aerodynamic noise (fans, windage noise, …), mechanical noise (bearings, …) and magnetic 

noise which is caused by magnetic forces acting on the active materials of the machine. In 

some cases, the global sound power level (SPL) is controlled by the magnetic noise radiated 

by the motor. This noise can be quickly annoying as its spectrum contains high tonalities: 

some frontage residents complaints have been already recorded in a light rail vehicle 

application and these tonalities are restricted in the last years by operators requirements. 

Indeed, once the motor aerodynamic noise has been reduced, the acoustic noise of 

magnetic origin dominates more frequently the SPL. Moreover, passengers tend to be placed 

closer to the motor in order to higher the transport capacity, they are therefore more exposed 

to magnetic noise. In starting phase, the aerodynamic source of noise is also very low as the 

fan rotates at the motor speed, which makes the magnetic noise more perceivable. Finally, the 

successive PWM strategies employed during starting significantly enrich the magnetic noise 
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spectrum with high frequency harmonics (1 kHz to 6 kHz). Understanding the magnetic noise 

generation process when associating a traction motor to an inverter, and establishing some 

low-noise design rules is then crucial to meet the operators requirements in terms of acoustic 

comfort for both passengers (including the driver) and frontage residents. 

 

To help ALSTOM engineers integrating the noise factor at the design stage of traction 

motors, and to diagnose magnetic noise problems occurring on running motors, a simulation 

tool called DIVA has been developed. It is able to compute the audible magnetic noise sound 

power level radiated by a motor in function of its speed, PWM strategy and geometry. In a 

first part, this paper will therefore detail the electromagnetic, mechanical and acoustic models 

used in the software DIVA.  

On the ground of these analytical models are then characterized all the magnetic vibration 

waves in terms of frequency (including the propagation direction), and number of nodes (or 

spatial order). This is especially important as resonance occurs when a force line of spatial 

order m and frequency f meets the stator sheets circumferential mode m of natural frequency f. 

Among these vibrations will be distinguished vibrations due to slotting, PWM harmonics, and 

their interaction. These analytical expressions are validated experimentally by visualizing the 

stator deflection shapes.  

Finally, an experimental validation of the simulation tool is showed by comparing the 

measured and simulated sonagrams, and some example of low-noise motor design guidelines 

are presented. Two ALSTOM prototypes have been built, and experimental results will be 

detailed in a future contribution. 

2 ANALYTICAL MODELS OF THE SIMULATION TOOL  

Among magnetic forces, magnetostrictive forces and Laplace forces are neglected, and 

stator vibrations are assumed to be caused by the Maxwell force radial component, which can 

be approximated proportionally to the square flux density. The electromagnetic part of DIVA 

therefore aims at determining the radial flux density distribution. 

2.1 Electromagnetic model 

The air-gap radial flux density Bg computation is decomposed as [6] 
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Λ is the permeance per unit area, given by 
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where µ0 is the air magnetic permeability, and gf is the mean flux density line length, 

approximated as a piecewise constant function which takes four different values (g, g+ps, 

g+pr, g+pr+ps) according to the rotor and stator slot relative position [4]. The permeance is 

modified in saturated case to account for the flattening of the air-gap flux density [22], which 

modifies the magnetic forces spectrum. Saturation phenomenon can actually strongly 

influence the magnetic noise level. 
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mm are the stator and rotor magnetomotive forces (mmf) computed as 
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where i
s
q and i

r
b are the stator q-th phase and rotor b-th bar currents, and N

s
q and N

r
b are the 

stator and rotor winding functions [3], Zr being the number of rotor bars, and qs being the 

number of stator phases. 

Stator and rotor currents are computed from the knowledge of the PWM supply phase 

voltage, using an equivalent electrical circuit of the motor extended to time harmonics [9] 

(see Figure 1). A global saturation coefficient is computed to account for the magnetization 

inductance decrease with saturation [20]. 

 
Figure 1: Single phase equivalent circuit of the n-th time harmonic layer. U

n
 is the n-th component of the supply 

phase voltage spectrum at frequency fn, and smn=1-mf0(1-s)/fn stands for the harmonic slip of the m-th space 

harmonic and n-th time harmonic, s being the fundamental slip. 

 

Examples of stator winding functions, stator mmf, rotor mmf, permeance and air-gap flux 

density distributions in sinusoidal case are shown in Figure 2 to 4 for a motor with Zs=36 

stator slots, Zr=28 rotor slots, and p=3 pole pairs.  

 
Figure 2: Stator winding pattern (shorted pitch 5/6), associated winding function (WF) and total mmf 

distributions along the air-gap. 

 

  



Figure 3: Stator (left) and rotor (right) mmf distributions along the air-gap, and their space harmonic contents. 

 

 
Figure 4: Permeance (left) and flux-density (right) distributions along the air-gap, and their space harmonic 

contents. 

 

The resulting Maxwell pressure is expressed as 

 
2
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Its distribution along the air-gap is illustrated in Figure 5: we can see that it tends to pull 

stator teeth towards the rotor. 

 

 
Figure 5: Stator and rotor mmf, permeance and resulting Maxwell pressure distributions along the air-gap. 

 

 Currents computation, in on-load, saturated or PWM cases have been validated with 

tests. The flux density distribution was validated using finite element method (FEM) software 

FLUX2D [15,16].  

2.2 Mechanical model 



The force distribution is developed into a 2D Fourier series of force waves Pmw with 

spatial frequencies (spatial order) m and frequency f (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6: Illustration of the pressure distribution decomposition in sinusoidal force waves of order 0, 1 and 2. 

 

The stator is then modeled as a 2D ring, and its static deflections under the sinusoidal 

loads Pmw can be analytically computed. For instance, for m>1 
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where h is the thickness of the stator back core (yoke), Rm is the mean stator radius 

(computed without considering the teeth), E is the stator’s Young modulus in radial direction 

and Ra is the stator bore radius. Then, dynamic displacements Y
d

mw are computed through a 

second order transfer function: 
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where ξm is the damping coefficient, and fm is the m-th stator circumferential mode natural 

frequency. ξm lie between 1% and 4%, it is computed using the experimental established by 

Yang [27]. The natural frequencies are computed modeling the stator sheet as a 2D ring. For 

m ≥ 2 they are expressed as [7]: 
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where f0 is the zero mode natural frequency, ρ is the stator mass per unit volume, and ∆ is the 

stator mass corrective factor which includes the effect of windings and teeth mass. 

The natural frequencies computation was validated by FEM and tests [9,14,17], with some 

operational or experimental modal analysis. 

2.3 Acoustic model 

The velocity vibration waves vmw are then computed as 
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and the associated radiated power is 
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where σm is the radiation factor, ρ0 the air density, c the speed of sound and S the stator outer 



surface including frame. The radiation factor computation is analytically computed using the 

model of a pulsating sphere [25]. The total sound power W(f) is the sum of the sound power 

radiated by each mode. The total sound power level associated to a given frequency is then 
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and the global A-weighted sound power level, accounting for the variation of human’s ear 

sensitivity with frequency, is obtained as 
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where wA(f) stands for the A-weight at frequency f.  

 

Note that the ALSTOM software DIVA is very fast (a few seconds on a 2GHz laptop). More 

details about the models and their implementation can be found in [14]. 

3 MAGNETIC NOISE CHARACTERISATION 

Equation (5) shows that the stator deflections quickly decrease with the mode number. As 

a consequence, the strongest magnetic vibrations occurring on traction motors are of order 0, 

2 or 4. It therefore important to be able to predict which force waves have 0, 2, or 4 orders, at 

which frequencies they occur and whether they will resonate or not with the stator modes 

during starting phase. 

To achieve this goal, the analytical spectrum of the exciting forces has been fully detailed, 

including slotting, eccentricities, saturation and PWM effects [14,17,18]. This spectrum is 

identical to the vibration spectrum, and noise spectrum. This was done by developing in 

Fourier series the mmf and permeance distributions: each force line is then given by a 

combination of two flux density waves, i.e. a combination of two permeance harmonics and 

two mmf harmonics.  

3.1 Slotting vibrations 

When combining some slotting permeance harmonics with the fundamental stator mmfs, 

we obtain the so-called slotting harmonics. These slotting forces are null when the rotor and 

stator slots are closed, and as they are linked to the fundamental current, they remain when 

supplying the motor with PWM. Their main expression are detailed in Table 1, where ks and 

kr are positive integers coming from the Fourier series of permeance distribution (as a 

consequence, the magnitude of the slotting force is proportional to 1/(kr ks) [4]), fs is the stator 

current fundamental frequency, and g is the fundamental slip. The information of the 

propagation direction of vibration waves can be introduced with negative frequencies, or 

negative spatial orders. The latter convention is used in this paper. 

 

Table 1: Main slotting forces characterization. 

 Frequency f Spatial order m 

Fs- ( (1 ) / 2)s r rf k Z g p− −  2r r s sk Z k Z p− −  

Fs ( (1 ) / )s r rf k Z g p−  r r s sk Z k Z−  

Fs+ ( (1 ) / 2)s r rf k Z g p− +  2r r s sk Z k Z p− +  

 

We can see that the spatial orders of the slotting forces highly depend on the rotor and stator 

slot combination. The highest magnitude slotting force is given for ks=kr=1: for instance, if 



Zs=36, Zr=28 and p=3, a force line of order -2 (=28-36+6) and frequency fs(36(1-g)/p+2) 

occurs. It can therefore potentially resonate with the elliptical mode of the stator. 

3.2 PWM vibrations 

When combining two fundamental permeances with a fundamental stator mmf, and an 

harmonic mmf due to a PWM time harmonic fn of the stator current, we obtain the so-called 

PWM harmonics. For an intersective asynchronous PWM of switching frequency fc, the first 

group of harmonic currents is 2fc±fs and the main PWM lines are expressed in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Main PWM forces characterization (asynchronous case). 

 Frequency f Spatial order m 

Fpwm- 2 2c sf f−  2 p−  

Fpwm 2 cf  0  

Fpwm+ 2 2c sf f+  2 p  

 

PWM lines therefore necessarily of orders 0 or 2p [21], centered around twice the 

switching frequency, and independent of the slot numbers. The vibration line Fpwm is different 

from the others as it is a standing wave. These lines qualify the PWM noise which is 

particularly audible at the beginning of the starting phase (fs close to 0). 

3.3 Slotting PWM vibrations 

When combining two permeance slotting harmonics with a fundamental stator mmf, and 

an harmonic mmf due to a PWM time harmonic fn of the stator current, we obtain the so-

called slotting PWM harmonics. The main PWM lines are expressed in Table 3 for the 

asynchronous intersective PWM. 

 

Table 3: Main slotting PWM forces characterization (asynchronous case). 

 Frequency f Spatial order m 

Fspwm-- 2 ( (1 ) / 3)c s r rf f k Z g p± − −  2s s r rk Z k Z p− +  

Fspwm- 2 ( (1 ) / 1)c s r rf f k Z g p± − −  s s r rk Z k Z−  

Fspwm+ 2 ( (1 ) / 1)c s r rf f k Z g p± − +  s s r rk Z k Z−  

Fspwm++ 2 ( (1 ) / 3)c s r rf f k Z g p± − +  2s s r rk Z k Z p− −  

3.4 Other vibration lines 

Some other important vibration lines can be characterized with the same method, such as 

winding vibrations, due to mmf space harmonics, saturation vibrations, due to permeance 

saturation harmonics, and eccentricity vibrations [18]. 

4 VALIDATIONS  

4.1 Operational Defection Shapes (ODS) 

In order to validate the frequency, number of nodes and propagation direction of all these 

vibration waves, some the stator operational deflection shapes (ODS) of a stator have been 

analyzed using Pulse Labshop in the LEC laboratory (Compiègne, France). As an example, 

Figure 7 shows the deflection shapes associated to the pure PWM lines. 

 



  
Figure 7: Operational deflection shapes of the stator at the PWM forces frequencies of order -2p=4, 0 and 2p=4. 

4.2 FEM/BEM validation 

The vibro-acoustic analytical model has been numerically validated by the company 

VIBRATEC, partner of the Predit-III ADEME Prosodie project. They coupled a mechanical 

FEM software (Ideas) to a boundary element method (BEM) software (Sysnoise), and 

computed the sound power level radiated by the motor equivalent cylinder under some 

typical magnetic excitations (Figure 8).  

 
Figure 8: Sound power level computed by DIVA and FEM+BEM (acoustic response to rotating force wave of 

order 4 with an electrical frequency going from 400 to 4000 Hz). 

 

4.3 Sonagrams 

Finally, a simulated sonogram (Figure 10) has been successfully compared to an 

experimental one (Figure 9) on a 250kW water-cooled traction motor run from 0 to 200 Hz. 

 



 
Figure 9: Measured sonogram of a water-cooled 250 kW traction motor in sinusoidal off-load case (fs=0 to 200 

Hz). 

 

 
Figure 10: Simulated sonogram of a water-cooled 250 kW traction motor in sinusoidal off-load case (fs=0 to 200 

Hz). 

 



We can see that the simulation tool DIVA correctly predicts the main resonance, and all the 

main noise spectrum lines. One can prove that line 2 is due to a winding harmonic vibration, 

line 1 to a saturation harmonic vibration of order 2 which resonates with the stator elliptical 

mode near 700 Hz, and lines 3 to 9 are slotting lines. The differences in noise levels are 

mainly due to the fact that the experimental sonogram was measured with a 50 dBA ambient 

noise, whereas numerical simulation does not contain any ambient noise. 

 

Figure 11 shows an acceleration spectrogram of a PWM fed motor. Slotting lines, PWM lines 

and slotting PWM lines appear at predicted frequencies. 

 

 
Figure 11: Experimental spectrogram of a traction motor in PWM case. 

 

5 APPLICATION 

As the simulation tool and the analytical expressions of Maxell force lines have been 

extensively validated [14-18] with tests and/or FEM, they can be used to design new 

ALSTOM motors. This is done acting on both the motor geometry, mainly through the slot 

number combination, and the motor PWM strategy. The model has been also coupled to a 

multi-objective optimization tool in order to find the quietest motors fulfilling the required 

traction performances (efficiency, torque, etc) [12,13,19]. 

5.1 Slot numbers combination 

We have seen that the slot numbers combination Zr and Zs have a great influence on 

magnetic noise due to slotting vibrations, as they determine the spatial orders of the 

vibrations. Some experimental [23] or empirical rules exist, but they cannot pretend to be 

general as they depend on the motor natural frequencies, and on the starting phase speed 

range. To avoid large magnetic forces (low kr and ks) with low spatial modes, some 

exhaustive noise simulations have been run on a typical ALSTOM traction motor which is 

run from 0 to 3500 rpm. The average noise and maximum noise have thus been computed for 

Zr going from 20 to 100, and Zs from 12 to 96 for p=2, and 18 to 108 for p=3.  

This database is now used by ALSTOM engineers to properly choose the rotor and stator 

slot numbers, avoiding the excitation of low order modes by magnetic forces. 

5.2 PWM strategy 

Noise due to PWM vibrations is limited by avoiding the match between the exciting 

frequencies around twice the switching frequency and 0 or 2p stator modes natural 

frequencies. 



Moreover, as seen in Table 2, the PWM noise is mainly determined by three lines of 

frequencies 2fc, 2fc+fs and 2fc-fs : when fs is close to 0, these three lines are very close one to 

another, creating an unpleasant sound characterized by a high roughness [28]. Some new 

PWM strategies with low psycho-acoustic impact are therefore investigated.  

5.3 Optimizations 

DIVA has been coupled to the evolutionary optimization algorithm NSGA-II [29]. This 

way, an optimization has been run in order to design a new quiet motor which fulfills the 

specified torque/speed curve, and does not degrade the aimed efficiency. The optimization 

results, combined to the slot combination rules, helped defining two low-noise prototypes 

which should respectively improve the maximum magnetic noise levels of 6 dBA and 14 

dBA, and the average noise of 7 dBA and 10 dBA. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

A fully analytical model of the audible magnetic noise radiation of a PWM-fed induction 

machine has been built to help ALSTOM designing low magnetic noise motors. This model 

was implemented in fast simulation tool, DIVA, which was validated at different stages, 

using electromagnetic and mechanical FEM software, and advanced vibro-acoustic tools such 

as operational deflection shapes, experimental and operational modal analysis, sonagrams and 

spectrograms. 

The analytical expressions of the largest magnetic forces magnitude, frequency and 

spatial order have been derived, which allowed a deeper understanding of the magnetic noise 

phenomenon and the establishment of low-noise design rules. 

This fast and efficient simulation tool helps designing new motors and new PWM 

strategies improving the noise level on the whole speed range. It also allows quickly 

diagnosing and solving the magnetic noise issues occurring on current projects. 

DIVA has been coupled to an optimization tool, which helped designing two new ALSTOM 

motor prototypes with low noise and high efficiency. At resonance, the expected magnetic 

noise improvements are respectively 14 dB, and 10 dB. 
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